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The year in figures:
Casework:
• 115 cases worked (58 families and 53 individuals)
• 287 Service Users involved (24 nations, 19 languages spoken)
• 6192 casework hours
Cultural Kitchen:
• 46 weekly kitchens run
• 47 people on average attending (participants from 47 nations)
• 2158 meals served
• 11 volunteers (average) per session
Student Involvement:
• 19 Students on placement
• 4 disciplines – Social Work, Occupational Therapy, Clinical Psychology and Youth
and community work
• 745 placement days
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“Nothing endures but change”

Heraclites (540 BC - 480 BC)

Change has always been a feature of life and never more so than for people seeking asylum.
All at START are committed to an approach that looks for the opportunities that change brings
and ways to make the most of the resources that both people and organisations have. Over the
past year, the work of START has resulted in family reunion, stronger communities, improved
health and wellbeing and access to services for refugees in Plymouth.
A positive immigration decision is often accompanied by threatened homelessness and
destitution. The holistic nature of START’s provision ensures that people are supported
according to their need rather than having to fit into restrictive eligibility criteria. They receive a
service that promotes self-reliance and support of others. The results of this are increasingly
evident as individuals and groups assume active roles in the community.

A major organisational change has been the need to reduce staffing by 50% this year. In spite
of more than 25 grant applications it was not possible to replace the Big Lottery funding which
cam to an end this year. Three staff members moved on including Rowena Cerrino who has
been highly influential in START’s development. This was recognised by her invitation as one
of 250 front line workers to 10, Downing St. in recognition of outstanding achievement.
Building on this foundation, the non-hierarchical structure now in place increases the
opportunity for collaboration and partnership with individuals and organisations. We look
forward to the coming year as a service that embraces the challenge of change and the
extraordinary results of bringing students and refugees together.
Thank you for your interest and encouragement. – Avril Butler, Chair
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“What would it be like to trade places, to experience what they have experienced – would
I be as resilient; as strong – or would I have given up the fight?”
– PhD Clinical Psychology Student

It has been an amazing year of change; at times when everything is in flux it can be hard to see
the way forward. But, hearing the experiences of those seeking asylum, the journeys they make
to get here and the treatment they are dealt once in Britain is powerfully strong. It puts a sense
of perspective on what START is trying to do.
It has been an amazing year of change; the year has been fraught with, beginnings and
endings, of huge successes in the present coupled with an uncertainty in the future. Funding
streams have come to their natural end prompting a restructuring of the service where START
has had to painfully evaluate what it does. It has seen the faces change as colleagues, friends
and service users move on and new people arrive bringing and opening up different
opportunities and horizons.

allotment activities – autumn 2007

It has been an amazing year of change; legislative change has had a huge impact on START.
The repercussions of which, will effect how we work in the future – The introduction of the New
Asylum Model (NAM) dramatically quickened the speed at which people move through the
immigration process. It now takes weeks not years, adding new sense of urgency to supporting
people through familiar issues. No English, no support networks, and no knowledge of how
Britain works become large hurdles blocking the resettlement of new refugees in modern Britain.
These become the issues START has to tackle.
It has been an amazing year of change; where students and volunteers have brought new
enthusiasms and ideas, invigorated processes and each time added something new and
exciting. This has ensured that the needs of those seeking asylum and the learning needs of
students remain at the heart of START.
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Throughout the change, what underpins START are our charitable aims and guiding principles.
•

To advance education and to relieve
financial hardship among members of
ethnic minority groups including those
seeking asylum and granted refugee
status particularly in the provision of
housing and other advice.

•

To advance the education and training
of members of ethnic minority groups
including those seeking asylum and
granted refugee status and their
dependants in need thereof so as to
advance them in life and assist them to
adapt within a new community.

•

The provision of facilities for recreation
or other leisure time occupation for
members of ethnic minority groups
including those seeking asylum and
granted refugee status and their
dependants with the object of improving
their conditions of life.

•

To advance the education of students in
training by providing and assisting in the
provision of learning experiences which
contribute to their personal and
professional development.

‘Middle Group’ youth group – July 2007

Eden Project Trip – Allotment group-March 2007
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Holistic Casework
Individual
home-based
holistic
support
continues to be START’s central activity.
Caseworkers work alongside the service user
and use the strengths approach to promote
self-reliance and independence. There is a
positive sharing of experience and learning by
both parties enabling START to grow and
remain needs led. This exchange makes this
work challenging, exciting and diverse for
those students on placement.

“Their feelings highlighted issues around
anxiety,
uncertainty,
isolation
and
discrimination, as well as the positive
experiences of being granted refugee status
and their happiness at being able to build their
lives in the UK. I will be using these expressed
feelings and experiences to heighten my
sensitivity towards service users.” – 3rd Social
Work Student

Camel trail bike ride – Cultural Kitchen – April 2007

Access is through direct referral either by
another agency or self-referral, or through
attendance of one of the many community
activities START runs, for example: Cultural
Kitchen, Soft Creations, and The Allotment
Project. START sees Asylum seekers and
refugees as people regardless of status and
will aim to help anyone who seeks our support.

International Women’s day – March 2007
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Refugee Housing Support Service
A consortium comprising of START and Path
successfully won a three-year Supporting
People grant to set up and deliver the refugee
housing support service (RHSS). Launched in
September 2006, this brings together two
distinct and individual organisations to deliver a
unified service with the aim of providing tailored
support for asylum seekers as they are granted
leave to remain. The service utilises the differing
strengths each organisation brings.

The RHSS has: supported 115 separate cases,
worked with people from 24 different
nationalities speaking 19 different dialects,
provided 6192 contact hours of casework
support, and has established a drop in service at
the Harwell centre and the Cultural Kitchen.

The service has been hugely successful in its
first year, and is testament the hard work and
will of those involved at START and Path. We
have a sustainable, relevant service, which is
responsive to changes in government policy and
remains focused on the needs of the service
user. The RHSS proves that collaborative work
between organisations can produce excellent
results and where appropriate should be used
as a model for future work.
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Why do you come to the cultural kitchen?
I feel better
for coming
here

I enjoy it

Makes me feel human –
not sure I could cope with
life before I got here

Come
for
special
food

To visit the people.
Here is friendship
Play games with kids

Important thing is
that I can meet my
people from my
country

Come to meet, safe
place, somewhere
special

Catch up on weekly gossip
Most unique
place in
Plymouth

Weekly
meeting
– do not
see
friends
in the
week

To communicate in
Arabic. Very easy
talking!

Because it is an interesting
place to be with people
from different backgrounds

To meet friends
who have been
moved to other
side of the city
Eating is
secondary

Integration of different:
university – rich – poor –
work, meeting people you
would not normally meet
I am working here at
cultural kitchen. I like
the laughing

Quotes taken from a survey done at the Cultural Kitchen (Jul 06)
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We are relaxed as women. We can talk, do
not have to cook – socialise, new faces

Laughing - best medicine!

Over forty people turn up on a regular basis. The Kitchen is well established within the ASR
communities. Taking part is important, the collaboration between volunteers, students and ASRs
feeds into the idea of being self-sufficient and belonging to a wider community at the same time.
There is a pooling of experience and space to unlock skills brought with them.
“For me the Cultural Kitchen is the most important part of START. It is the place where we go
beyond the normal remit of social support – where support is moulded by community needs:
placing family/friends at the centre. The activities act as a link for wider communities – testament
to the importance of the Kitchen: that larger groups return to celebrate big annual events, Eid,
Eritrean independence and kitchen birthdays for example” – START worker

Cultural Kitchen –2006/07

The Kitchen was closed for a short period to allow us to restructure. It has reopened but due to
financial and time constraints this is on a fortnightly basis. If the cultural kitchen were to close
completely it would be a huge loss to the community – as it’s about doing something as part of a
group a way of getting involved.
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The allotment project has been hugely successful. It
has become an integral part of START and the work
has become a part of the student placement. It has
changed as different students have had their influence
over the project and has attracted 13 Service Users
who have an interest in horticultural work.

The allotment produced crops for the Cultural Kitchen
as well as providing a good harvest for those who had planted for personal use too. Time spent
by service users at the allotment was recognised by the local language school as a valuable
exercise in promoting and improving conversational English.

Attendance and enthusiasm followed the seasons waning during the cold dark winter months
only to be reinvigorated with the coming springtime and eventual harvest. Throughout the year,
START continued to have a weekly presence, however, regardless of the weather, they also
came to tend and water the plants. For some using the allotment is a direct link to their farming
backgrounds for others it is a vehicle for meeting other people and feeling less isolated. There is
a real sense that people have found the allotment to be a retreat, removed from the chaotic,
difficult and often unpredictable world many refugees and asylum seekers inhabit.

For one placement student, the work at the allotment became a shining example of community
social work in action. So much so that In March she and two service users attended and
organised a workshop at the social work conference in Glasgow.

Following an organised trip in April, firm links have been established with the Eden Project
where they are interested in how service users might grow plants more suited to their country of
origin in an English climate. Further funds were granted in May, from the Devon Community
Foundation, to enable the project to make vital repairs to equipment, mend wind battered sheds,
and plan and build a poly tunnel on site. The tunnel has yet to be erected as it was recognised
that this work would need to be mindful of the growing seasons and would take place in the
winter.
10
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while allowing the community to grow and
gain in confidence. Children’s activities have
played a large part in the success of the
sessions. They have enabled women with
pre-school children to attend, by providing a
creative activity for young children, thus
giving space for women to get creative
themselves.

Soft creations
Soft creations continued to provide a muchneeded space for women seeking asylum to
get together, socialise and find mutual
support. START staff and students
supported the sessions but the group as a
whole decided the activities. Sewing skills
were learned and shared as the group made
and repaired clothes, items for their children,
and soft furnishings for those refugees new
to the city.
Asked why do you come each week…

To meet friends
Because I love sewing

Staying at
home drives
me crazy

To ask questions
my son likes
painting and the
train!

I have
nothing to
do at home

Beyond sewing, Soft Creations has become
an informal space where participants have
felt comfortable asking for support and
advice and practised their English. One
participant was helped in securing
appropriate employment as a teaching
assistant and another became a Trustee at
START and then, on leaving that role, was
employed by START as a support worker at
the Cultural Kitchen.

During the autumn of 2006 the group
created a quilt with appliqué designs of
welcome symbols of different cultures and
flags of various nations. The sessions were
designed to give time to community craft
activity, making the quilt for example, and
time for individual sewing projects, all the
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The Young Peoples Group
RESPECT

Supported by students on placement, the
group met each fortnight and took part in
leisure activities as well as workshops
exploring issues that affect young people
today. On average five young people attended
each session, growing in self-confidence and
self-belief each time.
In the autumn of 2006, the group worked in
collaboration with the Music Zone to write and
record “respect”: a rap about racism.

By the end of the year, the youth group had
effectively come to a natural end as
participants are now able to access
mainstream youth services.
In the future:
As START keeps in contact with the young
people through the Cultural Kitchen, there are
plans reconvene the group, broaden the group
to involve others and make a DVD revisiting
the ‘racism’ issue.
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Can we believe racism still exists?
Even though we are livin in 2006
Why do people feel like they need to dis?
That’s why me and my crew have been writing this
disc.
Don’t you think it’s time as humans we co-exist?
So we can stop racism and uplift.
The world is full of…you know, face and races
Far too many peeps need to stop being racist.
We don’t need a world with racism,
We don’t need a place full of racists
All we wanna do is live our lives
So why can’t we embrace it.
Hey you! Acting like you’ve bin smoking bush –
poof
These are the kinda words spoken to me
As I walk past in these streets that screw me
It’s not only skin colour they focus on
It’s the way you dress or your religion
This is how we feel when it happens to us
Helpless, Sad, Scared and Nervous
We don’t need a world with racism,
We don’t need a place full of racists
All we wanna do is live our lives
So why can’t we embrace it.
Colour can’t change the way you are
Without respect we won’t get far
We’re all the Same you and me
We’re looking for respect and equality
September 2006

Students at START
One of START’s objectives is to ‘Advance the education of students in training by providing
learning experiences, which contribute to their personal and professional development’. Far
from being a key objective, this aspiration has become the method in which START is able to
operate. During this year, a holistic approach was taken in the allocation of work. The
placement student would undertake not only holistic casework but be involved in supporting,
forming and running the community activities too. The placements we continue to offer are
community social work in nature, allowing us to draw in students from a wide range of
disciplines.

‘a rock and a hard place’ – sculpture workshop – October 2006

Some thoughts from students at START:
“As a black woman living in Plymouth, I often find myself in a room where I am the sole
person of colour, and it felt really nice to be surrounded by other people of colour, hearing
their stories, helping to prepare a meal, sharing with them, doing ordinary every day things”
“The experiences gained, working for START, without doubt have influenced me both on a
personal and professional level, further helping me to progress in becoming a competent
social worker."
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“START is excellent in that it doesn’t try to save the world, but the very down to earth work
does, has a huge impact on ASRs, other professionals and students”

some of the students on placement at START – 2006/07

“ In terms of what I will bring to START, I hope to use my skills, knowledge and experience to
create a piece of lasting work which will broaden the reach of START into new areas concerning
asylum seekers and refugees”

Student Placements 2006 – 2007:
University/College
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
College of St Mark and St John
Esslingen

Discipline
Social Work
Occupational Therapy
Clinical Psychology
Youth and community work
Social Work
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No. Students
10
3
2
1
3

Looking forward
The restructuring process has been really healthy. The challenge has prompted students,
service users, paid staff, and trustees to work together, creating a more balanced and equal
environment. Stronger links with the wider community are being forged. The resulting work will
be more comprehensive, qualitative and collaborative in nature, making START stronger.

Asylum Monologues – Plymouth Museum – August 2007

The following are some of the our aspirations for the next year:
•

To continue to take its lead from both the student body and community members

•

To strive to remain responsive to need and reactive to legislative change.

•

To actively seek positive collaborative work with community members, students and
other refugee agencies

•

To promote greater democracy and inclusiveness in the decision making process
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•

To continually review activities and processes, so that START employs the most
appropriate models to deliver service.

•

To build new relationships in the wider community

•

To tap into the eagerness of those who have recently gone through this process to
support others going through the same.

For service users, there is a recognition that START is part of their community – it’s about
having an open door for people to come back when they need help and to offer help to others.
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Financial Statement START, in accordance with current Charities Commission guidelines, has it’s accounts
independently audited annually. Separate audited accounts are available on request.
However, START has received funds, with thanks, from the following organisations this year:
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Thanks
We would like to thank all those who have supported START’s work this year, and those who
have volunteered their time and skills to START and START activities.
We would like to acknowledge Rowena Cerrino, John McCormack, Lorna Rose and Jenny
Aherne (staff) and Belinda O’Flynn, Helen Taylor and Ulf Winkler (trustees) all of whom worked
incredibly hard and with full commitment to make START what it is. The impact of their work
continues now.

Contact Details:
Students and Refugees Together
Unit 4 HQ Building
237 Union Street
Plymouth
PL1 3HQ
Telephone: 01752 255200
Fax: 01752 668826
info@studentsandrefugeestogether.com
www.studentsandrefugeestogether.com
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